A Destination Worth
Visiting
Visitors coming to Suva especially want to
know about the lodgings, the shopping, the
dining, the activities and the nightlife. The
short answer to most of their enquiries is...
“There’s plenty to choose from!”
• Accommodations – Suva boasts more
than a dozen accommodators that
professionally service guests seeking
value from budget to luxury choices.
Many are walking distance from the areas
that you will want to visit and experience.
• Shopping – Suva has a wide variety of
shopping options that range from local
handicrafts, local manufactured goods
and general retail offerings, many that
have arrived and will be sold ‘duty free’.
• Dining – Fijian, Asian and Indian food
proprietors dominate the culinary scene
but that doesn’t mean you can’t find
countless places that serve European or
fusion choices. Bottom line is... delicious
scents and food awaits around almost
every corner.
• Activities – If you‘re the type who likes
to stay active and explore the culture and
surroundings, you won’t run out of things
to do in Suva.
• Nightlife – Suva is Fiji famous for its
bustling nightlife. Here you can always
find an intimate dining area, a friendly
local bar filled with a mix of locals and expats and high octane nightclub with their
own unique brand of island stylin’.

Contact Us
Suva City Council
P. O. Box 176
Ph: (679)331 3433 ext 211
Fx: (679)330 4419
Em: info@experiencesuva.com

Suva

A Modern Metropolis in
a Tropical Paradise
...the best of both worlds
Suva, the capital city of Fiji and the largest
metropolis in the South Pacific islands region,
is located in Central Province on the southeast
coast of the largest island in the group, Viti
Levu. Suva has a rapidly growing population
of more than 350,000, nearly half the nation’s
population.
Along with the most diversified mix of Fiji
and South Pacific Islanders found anywhere
in the world, Suva is the location for regional
organizations, diplomatic missions and the
University of the South Pacific, adding further
to its existing multi-ethnic population mix.

Active and Entertaining

Memorable Scenes

Travel for less than an hour by car along the
coast (half that time by boat to nearby islands)
and you will find many intimate spots for a
picnic, an enjoyable sunset dip on a stunning
beach or go further inland and upward to
experience jungle-like terrain – shades of
Robinson Crusoe.

With mountains to the north and west, a
skyline composed of multi-generational
architecture and more living green throughout
than you’re likely to find in any urban area in
the world, Suva presents a remarkable organic
mosaic of smiling visages and sultry vistas.

Suva boasts a striking level of different
architectural influences that make a walk or
drive around the city area a practical lesson in
the city’s history. Possessing powerful colonial
influences, Far East Indian and Muslim building
accents and of course, many structures with
traditional Fijian features, the city is an eclectic
journey with historical connotations around
every corner.

Suva residents take maximum advantage of
their port and waterfront areas. The port
bustles with maritime activity nearly 24
hours a day while walkers, joggers, general
onlookers and other sea loving types frequent
the ‘seawall’ area enjoying this truly stunning,
natural harbor and its buffering mountains.
Welcome to Suva, where a visit becomes an
indelible journey of warm impressions for the
spirit and the soul.

